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Not a lot of people talk about advertising. My talk is unique because im all about advertising.
Not just sites etc.. banners, takeovers, social initiatives etc. This talk will apply to all executions.

Originally I was going to talk about “How to say it”
But Today.. I’m going to focus on the more difficult aspect “What to say”. 

You guys paid big bucks- so I want to leave you with one useful nugget that you can use forever. 
The A/V MAP.
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WE ALL ADVERTISE
LET’S BE HONEST....

Most people don’t realize how much advertising affects their daily lives.
We ALL as humans advertise in some way, shape or form.
Whether its to pick up a girl, or to tell people about your blog. It’s Advertising.



OL’ PAPPY 
VAN WINKLE

      THE WHISKEY...THE LEGEND
       THE POWER OF INFLUENCE

What intrigues me about advertising... the power of influence
I search all over the US for this Whiskey -- I have never seen one ad for the product.
Why? Becase the Pappy Van Winkle product connects w/ the Values I admire =  Unique/Prestigious/Rare



DIGITAL ADVERTISING
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT IT?

MOST PEOPLE THINK IT

SUCKS!
How often do you hear positive sentiment about a banner ad? Or any digital ad for that matter?



HERE’S WHY PEOPLE THINK DIGITAL ADS SUCK!

When most think of digital ads, they think of banner ads.
I hate this slide - the hokey ads make this page so ugly. 



BUT WAIT....
WHY DON’T PEOPLE THINK THESE ADS SUCK?

1. THE ADS ARE CONTEXTUAL
2. THE ADS ARE VISCERAL

If most people think banner ads suck..Why do most think these digital ads are ok?
Because...
1. The ads are contextual - they are targeted based on what you’re viewing on the site = more relevant
2. They are Visceral - they connect with your inner feelings towards the product/service



SO WHAT ARE WE GETTING AT?

What does my product or service really offer the consumer/customer?



VALUE
WHAT POSITIVE GAIN 

DOES YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE 
OFFER TO THE CUSTOMER?

What does my product or service really offer the consumer/customer?



DIFFER FROMVALUES ATTRIBUTES

Value: What your product/service offers the customer
Attribute: What features your product/service offers the customer
Don’t just list attributes -- connect Value through the Attributes



MINI 2012 TOYOTA 2012

vs ATTRIBUTEVALUE

Examples 
Mini- clearly ties value of user as “unconventional”
Toyota= ad just lists attributes. No emotional connection.
Subaru= love?
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VALUES + ATTRIBUTES
HOW DO WE LINK THEM TOGETHER?

DRAW AN A /V  MAP
(Goldberg, Levav, Mazursky and Solomon)

Fun Car

Small + Compact
Can maneuver unlike 

other cars
Light with a lot of 

Torque
Unique Shape and 

Design

Individuality

I'm a leader I have a sense 
of style

I like to have 
fun

W
HY

SO
 W

HAT

Draw an A/V MAP- This will save you tens of hours. No more brainstorming from the ether.
List all the Attributes of the Car - ask “Why” and break it down
Next, list the Values that the Car gives the buyer - and ask “So what that means is..”
Draw lines connecting the two.
Each connection is a possible ad message. Ex: The unique shape of the car expresses my Individuality

For more on the subject read “Cracking the Ad Code” 
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Draw an A/V MAP- This will save you tens of hours. No more brainstorming from the ether.
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MAKE THE CONNECTION
EACH LINK IS A POSSIBLE MESSAGE

“The unique shape of          
  the car expresses my     
  individuality” Fun Car

Small + Compact
Can maneuver unlike 

other cars
Light with a lot of 

Torque
Unique Shape and 

Design
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I'm a leader I have a sense 
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I like to have 
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Each connection is possible message, that you can use to create your advertisement.

Ex: The unique shape of the car expresses my individuality
Ex: I like to have fun. I like to swerve through traffic. I drive a MINI.
EX: You are a loser & a follower. Of course you don’t drive a MINI. (Just joking)

You can see how connecting Values with Attributes allows us to quickly realize “What to Say”. In fact, if we hit a wall, we can distinguish what we’re missing right away-- either the 
Value the Product/Service is offering is lacking -- or the Attribute of the Product/Service is lacking.
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THANK YOU
KAMDIBA.COM

Feel free to contact me anytime: kamdiba@gmail.com
http://kamdiba.com
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